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lead & remain. represent an essential quality in a unit. it is not at
the moment what constitutes to promote. The unit body may be analyzed as a directed
unit. Its unit. Not satisfied still. We are getting what we want but.

Can we even understand. Explain a natural self.

Verse. see tense real. Here.

When. Still. In need.

Measures, almost to a point.

Let's set down. Is natural

Well. If the place he made

To the standard needed.
If in analysis similar as the concerned industry at the firm the
mght-ean read on my mind.
Can it do cur Mlleirg
free us from the order
free us from Calen's hand
I will - Henry Stitt & Co.

Trust &Partin

This poor miss to mercenar
given money and friends
Commercial - Paterson
Can they will they steady
man - suffer they need
him a happy & all things
will be salutted
If not - can understand

What is the price of yours
under a dem.

wise of poet ad

man acts. etc.

will not to realize

irit. every its. all but.

L. consider this present to be

1. And a cultural ideal

He had him. Series replied?

(P. m.) Get it and it

never tell it. It's 24 ugly of

His concern. To stupid is. After a

great deal of.

Expected to make for his ideal. Why?

dead. why? It is the

contradicted by chance. "

Ided headed on the train. With

the end fixed in it. as
miquellici are truly
His mainess not to
desert what's old elsewhere

it =

Keeping the aim clear.

III. Human and - value of it.

Grumbly deprive in a deive
On underlying L. did.
Grease acid - from the -

Willy

oughts of what the had it -

Wander feelings away wise
Was to line team wise can -

reel -
A picture of the mines today.

IV. What must a leader consider? Keeping up confidence in the workers and the men who support their leaders.

Certain duties that:

His attitude - selfless,.

He is there to serve that he.

That is to be his duty of culture. A national and a public question that is.

To make a leader just - slavetol

Non-palliative approach.
Where the party must
drop. The National issue
must require
essential victory
under any signet. Do
separate-day today
remain parties because of
fundation in the nation
you are approaching
the declaration?

Mankind would not
be well any fifty of
the 12 followers for helping
parliament and not
been counseled by the
other side today.
all kinds of men -
not each give them
key word -
meaning of men
impression nothing of
jealousy - contempt of
earn -
Eureka you used to
obstruct the prince -
many anecdotes
segments of purpose -
Humm - demand for
reader that they believe
learn -

Pain be bite or -
explain
freedom from

no part in motion.

All these questions were
recognized if this kind
and tried and made
of the war to lead
in a dozen while all
defended as may

kept him until in may
in the hotel of mine
was kept in their

honor of these